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   SC-501 

** ALWAYS READ THE MSDS SHEET **

Murakami 501 Screen Cleaner is water soluble and designed to perform multiple
jobs. SC-501 may be used as an ink wash up, a press wash when changing colors 
on press, a screen opener for continuous printing and in a re-circulating screen 
washes system. Excellent for use with enamel, epoxy, and vinyl inks. SC-501 can 
also be used as a liquid haze remover on minimal ink ghosting.

Low VOC’s, non hazardous, biodegradable and drain safe.
Safe for use with emulsions and capillary film systems.
High load capacity to reduce usage and costs.
Very low odor. 

Always card excessive ink from the screen. Spray SC-501 onto both sides of screen 
and then thoroughly wipe screen until all residue is gone.
 

Always card excessive ink from the screen. Spray SC-501 or apply manually with a 
sponge or soft cloth. Then use a non-abrasive brush or pad to agitate the ink residue. 
Rinse with a pressure washer or wipe away the entire ink residue manually.
 

Always card off excessive ink from the screen. SC-501 can be continuously re-circulated 
until product becomes to heavily soiled with solids.

IMPORTANT:  Technical data herein is believed to be accurate.  It is offered for your consideration, 
investigation, and verification.  Buyer assumes all risk of use, storage, and handling of the product.  
No warranty, express or implied is made, including but not limited to, implied warranties of 
merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose.  Nothing contained herein shall be considered
as a license to operate under, or recommendation to infringe any patents.

  MURAKAMI 
MURAKAMI SCREEN USA, INC. 745 Monterey Pass Rd. Monterey Park, CA 91754

TEL: 323.980.0662, FAX: 323.980.0659 www.murakamiscreen.com
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